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 The BRAIN is the organ 
involved in the disease 
of addiction

 There are no good tests 
for brain diseases (at 
least no inexpensive 
ones)

 So people with 
brain diseases start out 
at a disadvantage

 The symptoms of 
brain diseases are more 
likely to be labeled as 
“badness”

organ



 Confers 
emotional meaning 
(semantic content) onto 
objects in the world

 Seat of the Self 
and Personality

 Love, Morality, 
Decency,Responsibility,
Spirituality

 Conscious “choice”
• Will power





 Not conscious
 Acts immediately, no 

future planning or 
assessment of long-
term consequences

 A life-or-death 
processing station for 
arriving sensory  
information







 EAT!!
 KILL!!
 SEX!!!





 NOT in the Cortex…

 (how do we know?)
 The Olds Experiments

 Mice preferentially 
self-administer drugs 
of abuse like cocaine 
ONLY to the Reward 
Centers of the 
Midbrain

 Midbrain
 survival
 unconscious
 no free will



 Mice don’t have  
morals

 Mice don’t have 
“Gods”

 Mice aren’t 
sociopaths

 Mice don’t have bad 
parents

 There are no
“Mouse Gangs”





 NEW!!! #1 drug!!!

 #2 Eat
 #3 Kill
 #4 Sex



(i.e. IN ADDICTION the 
drug IS survival)

People dying of thirst in 
the desert will risk losing 
everything they value for 
a drink of water this is 
the midbrain in action 
shutting down the frontal 
cortex in an effort to 
SURVIVE



 “My uncle Marty says 
he used crystal meth 
for 10 years and then 
just stopped and 
never used again… he 
says all you need is 
willpower”



 The non-addict will 
show activity in the 
frontal cortex
 THINKING about 

how the drug is 
“good” or “bad”

 The addict will show 
activity in the midbrain 
and very little activity in 
the frontal cortex
 CRAVING/SURVIVAL







DEFECT



 A= presynaptic neuron
 B= synapse
 C= postsynaptic neuron

 1. neurotransmitter(NT) 
in vesicle

 2. NT being 
released/taken back up

 3. receptor for NT= 
effects!!!



 1. Vision 

 2. Hearing 

 3. Touch 

 4. Smell 

 5. Taste 

 6. Linear Acceleration 

 7. Angular Acceleration 

 8. Gravity (Proprioception) ← perceptual construct 

 9. Blood pO2 and pCO2 

 10. Pleasure ← perceptual construct 



 •All drugs of abuse and potential compulsive 
behaviors release Dopamine

 •Dopamine is first chemical of a pleasurable 
experience - at the heart of all reinforcing experiences

 •DA is the neurochemical of salience (it signals 
survival importance)

 •DA signals reward prediction error

 •Tells the brain this is “better than expected”





Fewer dopamine receptors means more dopamine needed 
to feel “normal pleasure”







CHRONIC, SEVERE STRESS =↑CRF 

And ↑CRF =↓DAD2 receptors

And ↓DAD2 receptors = Anhedonia

Anhedonia:  Pleasure “deafness”
(the patient is no longer able to derive 

normal pleasure from those things that 
have been pleasurable in the past)











 •The patient is no longer able to 
derive normal pleasure from those 

things that have been pleasurable in 
the past 

 •Addiction is a stress-induced 
“hedonic dysregulation” 





 •THE MOST ABUNDANT NEUROCHEMICAL IN THE 
BRAIN 

 •CRITICAL IN MEMORY FORMATION & 
CONSOLIDATION

 •ALL DRUGS OF ABUSE AND MANY ADDICTING 
BEHAVIORS EFFECT GLUTAMATE WHICH PRESERVES 
DRUG MEMORIES AND CREATES DRUG CUES 
(TRIGGERS, PEOPLE, PLACES AND THINGS)

 •AND … GLUTAMATE IS THE NEUROCHEMICAL OF 
“MOTIVATION” (IT INITIATES DRUG SEEKING)



1. Brief exposure to ANY abusable drug OR 
compulsive behavior(DA release and DA 
receptor down regulation)

2. Stress (CRF release and DA receptor down 
regulation)

3. Exposure to drug cues (people, places and 
things!!!)(GLU release)

•Three things that are known to 
evoke relapse in humans:



 Now that the midbrain has found 
what secures survival…

 … how does it motivate the 
individual to repeat that behavior?



craving

symptom

 Increased stress = increased pleasure threshold = increased 
need for dopamine= midbrain thinks it is dying= 
CRAVING

 CRAVING is a physiological response to a neurochemical 
deficiency resulting in symptoms including sweating, 
stomach cramps, obsession, increased respirations, etc.

 CRAVING IS THE REASON THE “CHOICE” ARGUMENT 
FAILS.
 No person can choose to crave or not. 
 You don’t actually have to have drug use for the defective 

physiology of addiction to be active



 The midbrain hijacks the abilities of the frontal 
cortex…
 The brain will utilize the most likely reasoning to get 

the addict to feel like they have to use
 Pain (won’t cause death)
 Anxiety (won’t cause death)
 Stress (won’t cause death)
 Specific people  or events/reservations (ALWAYS a 

choice)



 Lying
 Manipulating/stealing
 Reasoning/making excuses
 Rationalization
 Justification



 The need for instant gratification
 And subsequent inability to wait or practice

 Needing a pill or chemical for EVERYTHING
- while OTC sleep medications have few 

addictive properties, the BEHAVIOR of 
needing something to make the body do what 
it should naturally learn to do, IS addictive

 Looking for reasons to avoid recovery related 
behaviors and activities
 Seeking reasons to use



 •Nothing’s higher 
than survival

 •No threat matches 
loss of survival

 •The addict must 
first secure survival 

before attending 
to anything else

 •And the survival 
imperative exists at 

the level of 
the unconscious





 Treat most acute medical issues first
 Detox
 (quiet the midbrain with medication or 

abstinence)
 Restore cortex



 •We have to change 
the misperception of 
the hedonic aspects of 
the drug (thinking the 
drug gives us 
pleasure)

 •we must change the 
attribution of survival 
salience to the drug 
on the level of the 
unconscious 

1. Midbrain 
(unconscious)

DRUG= SURVIVAL



AA/BEHAVIORAL 
THERAPY WORK HERE

DRUGS/MEDICATIONS 
WORK HERE

 Frontal cortex = 
emotional meaning

 Midbrain = 
survival/craving



How do we restore
the Frontal Cortex?

The Goal of treatment-
regardless of the drug 
or length of use is to 
RESTORE THE 
CORTEX



 •The drug takes 
on personal meaning

 •The addict develops 
an emotional 
relationship with the 
drug

 •The addict derives 
their sense of self and 
exerts agency through 
the drug

 We must help them find 
personal meaning in 
other things

 We must help them 
develop emotional 
relationships with 
healthy PEOPLE

 We must help them 
develop a sense of self 
INDEPENDENT OF 
THE DRUG



 To give the addict 
workable, credible 
tools to proactively 

manage stress and 
decrease craving

1. COPING SKILLS
2. STRESS RELIEF

3. SOCIAL SUPPORTS
4. SAFE 

ENVIRONMENT

 For each individual 
addict, find the thing 
which is more 
emotionally 
meaningful than the 
drug- and displace the 
drug with it 

 1. SPIRITUAL 
GROWTH

 2. PERSONAL 
DEVELOPMENT







12-STEP PROGRAMS COUNSELING

 “spiritual growth for 
dummies”

 “how to make a donut”







ALCOHOL
(ANTICRAVING)

OPIATES
(HARM REDUCTION VS. 
MEDICATION ASSISTED 
TREATMENT)

- ANTABUSE
- CAMPRAL
- NALTREXONE-

VIVITROL

 -SUBOXONE-
SUBUTEX

 -METHADONE
 -NALTREXONE-

VIVITROL



 Medication should be used to stablilize the 
midbrain so that the work can be done in the 
cortex

 Without the constant spike of dopamine 
throughout the day, the threshold will come 
back to a level closer to normal

 Relying on a medication alone will likely result 
in relapse



 Addiction is a dysregulation of the midbrain 
dopamine (pleasure) system due to 
unmanaged stress resulting in symptoms of 
decreased functioning, Specifically: 

 1. Loss of  control 
 2. Craving 

 3. Persistent drug use despite 
negative consequences





-ALLOWING THE MIDBRAIN TO ‘REST’ BUT 
SIMULTANEOUSLY STRENGTHENING THE FRONTAL 
CORTEX 
-ALLOWING THE BEHAVIORAL AND EMOTICO-
MENTAL TOOLS TO DEVELOP AND BE PRACTICED IN A 
“LESS STRESSFUL” ENVIRONMENT (THE BRAIN)
 APPROPRIATE USE:
- Recovery setting 

where the medication 
is on the bottom of the 
priorities

- Using the medication 
as a “carrot” to get 
addict to participate in 
activities that would 
otherwise be the 
antithesis of the 
addicted mind

 INAPPROPRIATE 
USE:

- As the ONLY tool
- As the most 

important tool
- Allowing the 

individual to 
prioritize the drug 
over recovery 
practices



 Addicts have real medical problems

 Do NOT assume that doctors know about 
addiction
 An addict in recovery is responsible for knowing 

what medications are safe or not
 If there is doubt, consult a specialist… you would 

not let a psychiatrist be the sole provider for your 
heart condition (I hope)



 THC releases dopamine… just like alcohol, 
opiates, cocaine, benzodiazepines, etc
 It will awaken the ‘tiger’ and trigger the inability to cope 

without chemicals and put the addict in a position of 
needing stronger chemicals to deal with larger stressors, 
ultimately leading back to the drug of choice

 The “marijuana maintenance plan” used as a ‘recovery 
tool’ is a nonsensical approach created BY addicts FOR 
addicts

 THC is no more ‘dangerous’ to a NONaddict than 
prescription medication or alcohol
 Some evidence supporting its use in some medical 

conditions



 Addiction is a family disease
 The addicts behaviors affect everyone in the family
 The family becomes ADDICTED to the addict
 Family treats the addict like the addict treats drugs 

(constantly thinking about them, adjusting their lives 
according to the addict, etc…)
 This process occurs in the same place in the brain and 

needs to be treated the same
 Alanon, naranon, individual counseling for family 

members



Because the treatment (spiritual or psychic change) is 
so very counterintuitive for an addict, s/he will balk 
at the idea of it unless s/he is desperate enough to 
change. The addicted brain is a diseased brain and it 
will always seek the most comfortable or appealing 
route. The brain with the problem shouldn’t be the 
same brain trying to solve the problem.

If the family continues to help the addict in the ways 
that the addict requests, the addict WILL SELDOM 
seek the appropriate type of treatment. 





 The truth is that we will never treat this disease 
to extinction

 We need to develop tools to prevent it.

 We can look at current treatment and utilize 
those strategies to help prevent it

 Addiction is an adolescent disease, so we must 
start there




